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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Congress created the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau—or CFPB—to crack down
on Wall Street banks, predatory payday lenders, and crooked corporations that rip people
off. Wall Street has armies of lobbyists fighting for every tax break, every exemption,
every opportunity to be let off the hook for scamming customers and preying on families.
Most Americans don’t have that kind of power. The Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau is supposed to be their voice, fighting for them.
During its first six years, the CFPB worked. It delivered results for the consumers it was
designed to protect—returning $12 billion to 29 million Americans who had been harmed
by shady debt collectors, predatory megabanks, and lawless payday lenders. It did its job
for consumers despite relentless attacks on the agency by powerful corporations and their
allies in Washington who tried to deny the CFPB a Director and sought to undermine the
agency’s structure.
The corporate crowd could not destroy the CFPB from the outside. But under President
Trump, they are now attempting to dismantle the agency from within. Under the
President’s first appointed director, Mick Mulvaney, the CFPB shifted away from
protecting servicemembers and rooting out discrimination to doing industry favors.
Kathleen Kraninger, Mr. Mulvaney’s replacement, has continued down the same path—
corporate protection instead of consumer protection.
In her first year, Director Kraninger continued her predecessor’s policies that undermined
the CFPB’s ability to serve consumers. Specifically, Director Kraninger:
• Joined corporate efforts to restructure the CFPB and undermine the agency’s
ability to carry out its duties;
• Eliminated programs to protect active-duty servicemembers from predatory
lending practices;
• Undermined the CFPB’s Student Loan Ombudsman, ceding the agency’s
authority to the notoriously anti-student Education Secretary, Betsy DeVos;
• Crippled the CFPB’s Office of Fair Lending, resulting in the Bureau not bringing
a single public enforcement action for discrimination or returning a single dollar
to victims of discrimination in the past two years;
• Sided with payday lenders by denying consumers critical protections and
undermining state law caps on interest rates—paving the way for unregulated
predatory payday lending across the nation;
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•
•

•

Stopped consumers victimized by corporate wrongdoers from getting their money
back;
Gave debt collectors the green light to inundate consumers with calls, send
consumers unlimited, harassing texts and emails, and invade consumers’ privacy
by tormenting their friends and family; and
Assembled a team of corporate insiders—including an “expert” who previously
defended Big Tobacco’s marketing to children—to make recommendations for
“updating” federal consumer financial laws and regulations.

Under Director Kraninger, the CFPB has departed from its mission to stand up for
hardworking families. Not only has Director Kraninger neglected her own duty to ensure
that “federal consumer financial laws are enforced consistently,” she has undermined
career public servants who have attempted to fulfill the agency’s purpose—protecting
consumers from corporate abuse. She has repeatedly placed the agency on the side of
large corporate interests, at the cost of hardworking families’ paychecks.
This report chronicles in detail Director Kraninger’s first year sabotaging the agency that
she was entrusted to safeguard and harming the consumers the agency was created to
defend.
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SABOTAGING THE CFPB
“I am aware of the constitutionality questions, Senator. I think they
are important, but they are not for me in this position to answer. The
Director has a responsibility to carry out the law as it is written and
run the agency as it is established now, and that is my focus.”
–Kathleen Kraninger, Testimony at Nomination Hearing, July 2018 1
During CFPB Director Kathleen Kraninger’s Senate Banking Committee nomination
hearing, Ranking Member Sherrod Brown asked her directly whether if confirmed she
would defend the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) from constitutional
challenges. She testified that as Director it was not her position to decide whether the
agency is constitutional. 2
For the first ten months of her tenure, Director Kraninger stayed true to her testimony. At
her direction, the CFPB continued to defend itself from constitutional challenges in the
Second, Fifth, and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeal. 3 As recently as August 12, 2019, the
CFPB vigorously defended its constitutionality. 4
But just a few weeks later, Director Kraninger abandoned her support for the CFPB. In a
stunning reversal—which not even Acting Director Mick Mulvaney undertook—Director
Kraninger joined a constitutional attack on the CFPB by a debt relief firm that the CFPB
was investigating for scamming consumers. On September 17, 2019, Director Kraninger
directed CFPB attorneys to request that the Supreme Court overturn CFPB v. Seila Law,
the Ninth Circuit decision upholding the CFPB’s constitutionality. 5 Director Kraninger
instructed CFPB attorneys to argue, for the first time, that for-cause removal of the
Director under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the
Dodd-Frank Act) 6 is unconstitutional.7 The Supreme Court heard oral arguments on the
Seila Law case on March 3, 2020.
The about-face turnaround aligns Director Kraninger with the Chamber of Commerce,
right-wing think tanks, and agency-regulated companies, all of which have submitted
briefs to the Supreme Court arguing that the CFPB is unconstitutional. 8 Among these
companies are RD Legal, which the CFPB sued for “allegedly scamming 9/11 heroes out
of money intended to cover medical costs, lost income, and other critical needs,” 9 and
Advance Financial, a payday lender whose owner, Mike Hodges, was caught bragging
5
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about his access to the Trump administration. 10 It also directly contradicts the assurances
she gave at her nomination hearing.
When Director Kraninger testified before the Senate Banking Committee on October 17,
2019, Ranking Member Brown questioned whether her testimony at her nomination
hearing had misled the Committee about her position on the CFPB’s constitutionality. As
he stated: “I think it speaks to your credibility as a public official that came into . . . this
committee and that you wouldn’t speak on issues of constitutionality and then you did.” 11
In a letter to Congress, Director Kraninger claimed that her decision to no longer defend
the CFPB’s constitutionality would not “affect [her] commitment to fulfilling the CFPB’s
statutory responsibilities” and that she would “continue to carry out the CFPB’s duties
under the CFPA and to defend the CFPB’s actions.” 12
But her decision has impeded the CFPB’s ability to carry out its duties. For example, the
CFPB has refused to implement the payment provisions of the 2017 rule on Payday,
Vehicle Title, and Certain High Cost-Installment Loans while the Supreme Court is
considering the constitutional challenge. 13 Director Kraninger’s decision has resulted in
stays of enforcement actions against predatory lenders, debt collectors, and other
defendants in the Eastern District of New York and the Second, Fifth, and Ninth Circuit
Courts of Appeal. 14
Ultimately, consumers have paid—and will continue to pay—the price for Director
Kraninger’s many decisions to turn her back on them and the CFPB. Under Director
Kraninger, the CFPB is not implementing rules that protect consumers from unfair,
deceptive, or abusive acts and practices. Nor is the CFPB proceeding with investigations
or lawsuits against debt relief companies, predatory payday lenders, abusive debt
collectors, and other companies. For consumers scammed by these companies, justice
delayed feels like justice denied. They deserve better.
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ABANDONING SERVICEMEMBERS
“The Department [of Defense] believes that the full spectrum of
tools, including supervisory examinations, contribute to effective
industry education about, and compliance with, the MLA.”
–Department of Defense letter to Sen. Bill Nelson, September 2018
Director Kraninger flunked the first test of her leadership and independence. Instead of
siding with our servicemembers, the Department of Defense, and every major military
support organization, she endorsed the extreme position that the CFPB lacks authority to
examine payday lenders, banks, and other lenders to ensure they are complying with the
Military Lending Act (MLA). 15
The CFPB’s decision “baffled” the Pentagon and was opposed by every major group
representing servicemembers. 16 The Department of Defense stated that it was not
consulted about the decision, and that it “believes that the full spectrum of tools,
including supervisory examinations, contribute to effective industry education about,
and compliance with, the MLA.” 17 According to media reports, “experts say the CFPB’s
stance runs counter to the broad bipartisan support for the MLA both during and after its
passage.” 18
Congress passed the MLA in 2007 to rein in payday lenders and other lenders that
targeted American troops for abusive and predatory loans. The centerpiece of the law is a
36 percent cap on interest rates for consumer loans to active duty servicemembers and
their dependents.
From 2012 through 2017, the CFPB examined lenders to ensure that they were
complying by the 36 percent interest rate cap on loans to active-duty servicemembers
and their dependents. Indeed, through such an examination, the CFPB pursued a
payday lender had illegally overcharged servicemembers and their families. 19 The
Bureau brought a public enforcement action against that payday lender and was able
to provide refunds to these servicemembers. 20
To ensure servicemembers receive the protections they have earned, on March 5, 2019,
every Democratic Senator sent a letter to Director Kraninger imploring her to resume
MLA examinations to ensure that servicemembers receive the protections they have
earned. 21 In their letter, the Senators laid out the existing statutory authority for the
7
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CFPB to examine lenders for compliance with the MLA, including Section
1024(b)(1)(C) of the Dodd-Frank Act, which explicitly states that the CFPB “shall
require reports and conduct examinations on a periodic basis . . . for purposes of . . .
detecting and assessing risks to consumers and to markets for consumer financial
products and services.” 22 As the Senators pointed out, not one single payday lender,
bank, or other lender has ever challenged that authority.
Despite the years of examinations and express statutory language, Director Kraninger
refused to reconsider her decision to end CFPB oversight of the MLA. Director
Kraninger should fulfill her duty and stand with servicemembers and their families to
ensure they receive all of the MLA protections they have earned. She should not have to
be persuaded to stand up for consumers, especially the servicemembers and their
families who protect and defend our nation.
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SELLING OUT STUDENTS TO
SECRETARY DEVOS

In another failed test of her leadership and independence, Director Kraninger is allowing
Secretary DeVos and the Department of Education (Department) to block the CFPB from
conducting oversight of federal student loan servicers. This market affects more than 43
million borrowers with more than $1.1 trillion in federal student loan debt. 23 It has now
been more than two years since the CFPB examined any federal student loan servicer.
Until 2017, the CFPB utilized all of its statutory tools to oversee the market for student
loans. Following a rulemaking in 2013, 24 the CFPB conducted supervisory examinations
of the companies that service both federal and private student loans to ensure they were
complying with federal consumer financial laws. 25 The CFPB also brought several
enforcement actions against federal and private student loan servicers when
investigations uncovered serious violations of law. 26 In addition, the CFPB’s Student
Loan Ombudsman issued reports detailing the performance of federal and private student
loan servicers and summaries and analyses of borrowers’ complaints against servicers. 27
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Since 2017, however, Secretary DeVos has blocked the CFPB from examining federal
student loan servicers. On August 31, 2017, the Department gave notice that it was
terminating a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the CFPB covering the
sharing of information necessary for the CFPB to examine federal student loan
servicers. 28 In December 2017, the Department issued guidance to federal student loan
servicers prohibiting them from sharing information with the CFPB. 29As a result,
Director Kraninger has acknowledged that the Bureau has not had access to student loan
information necessary to conduct full and complete examinations of federal student loan
servicers since December 2017. 30
Unlike with the MLA, Director Kraninger agrees that the CFPB has authority to conduct
examinations of both private and federal student loan servicers. During the October 2019
Senate Banking Committee oversight hearing, she testified that the Bureau has “a
responsibility and ability to examine both entities engaged in federal student loans as
well as private student loans.” 31 Yet Director Kraninger has failed to stand up to
Secretary DeVos, seek a court order, 32 or take any other measure to ensure the CFPB has
access to the student loan information necessary for the CFPB to resume examinations of
federal student loan servicers in the more than 15 months since she became CFPB
Director. She has effectively given Secretary DeVos veto power over whether the CFPB
does its job and examine the student loan servicing market.
For the past year, Director Kraninger has provided shifting excuses and arguably misled
Congress about the reasons for the CFPB’s failure to examine federal student loan
servicers:

10

•

During a March 2019 Senate Banking Committee oversight hearing, Director
Kraninger testified that the CFPB was in the process of hiring a new student loan
ombudsman who would be responsible for reestablishing the information sharing
MOU with the Department that would allow the CFPB to resume examinations of
federal student loan servicers; 33

•

During a March 2019 House Committee on Financial Services oversight hearing,
Director Kraninger also testified that she wanted to have the student loan
ombudsman in place to reestablish the MOU with the Department so that the
CFPB could resume examinations of federal student loan servicers; 34

•

In an April 2019 letter, Director Kraninger reiterated that she wanted to have the
student loan ombudsman in place to reestablish the MOU with the Department 35;
and
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•

In September 2019, after he had been appointed as the student loan ombudsman,
Robert Cameron also led the staff from the Senate Banking and Health,
Education, Labor, and Pension Committees to believe that he was working to
reestablish the information sharing MOU with the Department. 36

None of that was true. Mr. Cameron, the CFPB’s student loan ombudsman, was neither
responsible for nor has he worked on reestablishing the information sharing MOU with
the Department. Instead, Director Kraninger assigned that responsibility to the associate
director of the Division of Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending. The new
associate director, however, was not even hired until September 2019, and did even not
send the Department a first draft of the information sharing MOU until December 2019—
a full year after Ms. Kraninger became CFPB Director.
Millions of student borrowers are paying the price for Director Kraninger’s inaction.
Because of her failure to stand up to Secretary DeVos, the CFPB is not conducting
oversight to prevent student loan servicers from unfairly steering borrowers into
forbearance or deferment plans—which are more costly for borrowers but more
profitable for servicers—instead of income based repayment plans. In the past two years,
tens of thousands of teachers, nurses, servicemembers, and other public servants have
been denied for loan forgiveness. 37 Yet—even after the release of scathing reports by the
Government Accountability Office and the Department of Education’s Inspector
General 38—the CFPB is not examining the student loan servicer responsible for
administering the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program. And despite the mountain of
new research on racial disparities in student debt, 39 the CFPB is not examining whether
student loan servicers are violating civil rights laws or engaged in other unlawful conduct
that disproportionately harms borrowers of color.
Recently Director Kraninger indicated that she intends to cede the CFPB’s authority and
responsibility for examining federal student loan servicers to Secretary DeVos and the
Department. During a February 5, 2020 hearing before the House Financial Services
Committee, Director Kraninger testified that the CFPB and Department were making
progress towards reestablishing the MOU. 40 Director Kraninger also reported that she
was considering detailing CFPB examiners to the Department to “work together on how
we can jointly go in and conduct oversight.” 41
These developments are disturbing. While the CFPB should be standing up for student
borrowers, Director Kraninger’s plan would cede the CFPB’s authority to a separate
agency that has no mandate, training, or expertise in enforcing consumer finance laws.
And even worse—under Secretary DeVos, the Department has a demonstrated record of
violating court orders and actively seeking to harm student borrowers. 42
11
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After two years of obstruction by the Department, inaction by the CFPB, and widespread
reports of mistakes and mismanagement by federal student loan servicers, it is time that
Director Kraninger take responsibility, stand up to Secretary DeVos, and ensure that the
CFPB immediately fulfill its statutory duty to protect student borrowers.
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DISMANTLING CIVIL RIGHTS
PROTECTIONS
“Hate-crime hoaxes are about three times as prevalent as
actual hate crimes. (And I hate that I actually dignified their
existence by quoting a statistic that recognizes them).”
“Fine....let's say they called him [n-word]....would that make
them racists, or just assholes looking for the most convenient
way to get under his skin?”
–Eric Blankenstein, Blog Posts at Two Guys Chatting43
These stunning and reprehensible statements were made by Eric Blankenstein, a political
appointee hired by Acting Director Mulvaney to lead the CFPB’s division of Supervision,
Enforcement, and Fair Lending (SEFL).
When these statements were reported publicly, Acting Director Mulvaney’s response was
just as stunning and reprehensible. Rather than condemn them, Mr. Mulvaney saw the
occasion as cause for celebration. According to the CFPB Inspector General’s (IG)
Report:
“Blankenstein described his encounter… as Mulvaney giving ‘him a
high-five that morning in, sort of, celebration of the article that had
come out the night before.’” 44
The IG Report also found that Mr. Blankenstein “may have abused his authority,” “may
have misused his position for private gain,” and “created the appearance of a violation of
the Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch.” 45
In another failed test of her leadership, Director Kraninger retained Mr. Blankenstein and
left him in charge of the CFPB’s Office of Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity (Office
of Fair Lending) when she took over the CFPB in December 2018.
The Dodd-Frank Act directed the CFPB to create the Office of Fair Lending and charged
it with “providing oversight and enforcement of Federal laws intended to ensure the fair,
13
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equitable, and nondiscriminatory access to credit for both individuals and communities
that are enforced by the CFPB, including the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act.” 46
In 2011, Director Cordray established the Office of Fair Lending as part of the CFPB’s
Division of Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending (SEFL) and staffed it with
attorneys and other professionals with expertise in fair lending laws. During his tenure,
the Office of Fair Lending carried out all four its statutory functions by 47:
•

Helping design specialized oversight and training that supported CFPB
examiners, and bringing 14 public enforcement actions that secured more than
$600 million in restitution and more than $38 million in civil penalties;

•

Referring 101 cases involving a pattern or practice of discrimination to the
Department of Justice;

•

Working with private industry, fair lending, civil rights, and consumer and
community advocates to promote fair lending compliance and education; and

•

Submitting annual reports to Congress detailing its fair lending work. 48

Since Director Cordray stepped down in November 2017, Acting Director Mulvaney,
Director Kraninger, and Mr. Blankenstein have crippled the Office of Fair Lending. They
stripped the Office of Fair Lending of its supervisory and enforcement duties. They also
moved the Office of Fair Lending from the SEFL Division—where it was housed with
the other offices that carry out the CFPB’s enforcement and oversight work—to the
Director’s Office, where it was subsumed into the Office of Equal Opportunity and
Fairness, an office that handles internal discrimination complaints at the CFPB.
Their actions have achieved the intended result—the Office of Fair Lending’s
enforcement of fair lending laws has ground to a halt. For more than two years—from
December 2017 to present—the CFPB has not brought a single public enforcement action
against a lender for discrimination. During this time, the CFPB has not returned a single
dollar to a victim of discrimination, and referred only two cases involving a pattern or
practice of alleged discrimination to the Department of Justice. 49
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2012 –
Nov. 2017*
Dec. 2017 –
Present

# of ECOA
actions

# of
HMDA
actions

# of
referrals to
DOJ

Total redress
to harmed
consumers

Total civil
penalties

11

3

101

$628,730,000

$42,809,000

0

1

2**

-

$1,750,000

Chart based on data in CFPB Annual Fair Lending Reports. 50
* Includes actions against American Express that included non-fair lending claims in 2012 and $95 million
in restitution provided during CFPB’s review but not part of consent order in 2017.
** Includes only data through 2018 as available from the CFPB.

Director Kraninger also is currently in the process of weakening reporting requirements
under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA). That law requires mortgage lenders
to keep records of certain key pieces of information regarding their lending activity that
they must submit to regulators. Regulators rely on this critical information to ensure that
lenders are serving the housing needs of their communities, provide public officials with
information to help them make decisions and policies, and determine whether lending
patterns are discriminatory. 51
In May 2019, the CFPB announced a proposed rulemaking that would eliminate certain
data points, such as debt-to-income ratio and credit score, which the CFPB added in a
2015 rulemaking. These are some of the same critical data points that, in 2009, the
Government Accountability Office recommended collecting in order to “facilitate”
federal enforcement of fair lending laws. 52 A final rule is expected in 2020.
On December 18, 2019, Ranking Member Brown and Senator Warren sent a letter to
GAO requesting that it investigate the CFPB’s failure to conduct oversight and
enforcement of fair lending laws. 53 On January 14, 2020, GAO agreed to open an
investigation to the effectiveness of the CFPB’s oversight and enforcement of fair lending
laws.
In a short time, Director Kraninger has overseen an intentional effort to all but end the
CFPB’s oversight and enforcement of fair lending laws. Her actions are contrary to
Congress’s intent that the CFPB establish an Office of Fair Lending with specific duties,
including enforcement and oversight of fair lending laws. The Bureau’s meager oversight
record under Director Kraninger’s reflects a neglect of her duty to protect consumers
from unlawful discrimination.
Director Kraninger should carry out her statutory duties to enforce fair lending laws,
immediately reestablish the Office of Fair Lending within the SEFL division, restore its
supervisory and enforcement powers, and get back to the critical work of protecting
consumers from discrimination.
15
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PROTECTING PAYDAY LENDER
PATRONS

In October 2019, the Washington Post reported that payday lenders had gained exclusive
access to the White House in their efforts to repeal regulations restricting predatory
payday loans. In exchange for contributions to the Trump campaign, payday lenders
bragged about being able to “pick up the phone and call someone that could get the
president’s attention.” 54
Payday lenders target lower-income borrowers, offering high interest short-term loans
that in many cases must be re-borrowed within 14 or 30 days. With Democrats
controlling the House of Representatives, payday lenders have focused their sights on the
Presidency by fundraising to re-elect President Trump. They know that his political
appointees will continue rolling back consumer protections. Payday lenders know exactly
how to curry favor with President Trump: in addition to donating over $2.2 million to his
campaign, 55 in recent years, they have propped up the financially-distressed Trump
National Doral Golf Course 56 by holding their payday conferences there. 57
The payday lenders have gotten exactly what they paid for from the CFPB under the
Trump Administration. In early 2018, during Acting Director Mulvaney’s tenure, the
CFPB dropped lawsuits against four payday lenders. 58 Under Director Kraninger, the
CFPB has not brought a single new lawsuit against a payday lender. 59
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Director Kraninger is also rolling back commonsense regulations of the payday industry.
After five years of research and more than one million public comments, on October 5,
2017, the CFPB enacted the Payday, Vehicle Title and Certain High-Cost Installment
Loans rule (Payday Rule). 60 The Payday Rule generally prohibits two types of unfair and
abusive practices. First, the Payday Rule makes it an unfair and abusive practice for a
lender to make certain loans without determining that the consumer has the ability to
repay the loans. 61 Second, the Payday Rule prohibits lenders from attempting to withdraw
payments from consumers’ accounts for certain loans after two prior attempts to
withdraw funds failed due to a lack of funds. 62
Shortly after Acting Director Mulvaney took over, CFPB political appointees met with an
industry trade group for payday lenders to discuss a lawsuit or potential repeal of the
Payday Rule. 63 A few days later, payday lenders filed a lawsuit against the CFPB
challenging the ability-to-pay requirement of the Payday Rule. 64
Director Kraninger has continued Acting Director Mulvaney’s and the payday industry’s
efforts to gut the Payday Rule. On February 6, 2019, just a few months after she became
Director, the CFPB issued a proposed rule to repeal the mandatory underwriting
provisions of the Payday Rule. 65 On June 6, 2019, the CFPB issued a final rule delaying
the compliance date for the ability-to-repay protections by 15 months, from August 19,
2019 to November 19, 2019, by which time the provisions likely will be repealed. 66
Director Kraninger also has refused to implement the payment protections of the Payday
Rule, which are not the subject of a legal challenge or repeal rulemaking. 67 As part of the
payday industry’s lawsuit challenging the ability-to-repay protections, the court initially
stayed the implementation of the payment protections, but there is no reason to continue
that stay. In a March 8, 2019 brief to the court, CFPB attorneys argued that there was no
legal basis to stay the compliance date for the payment provisions:
[T]he possibility that the Bureau may revise the payments provisions does
not justify continuing to stay the compliance date of those provisions . . . .
And, in any event, even definitive plans to undertake a rulemaking process
do not by themselves justify staying the compliance date of a rule (as
opposed to litigation over a rule). Rather, a stay of a compliance date is
warranted only if the plaintiff can show various factors, including a
likelihood of success on the merits, or at least a “substantial case on the
merits” . . . . Plaintiffs have not attempted to make that showing in asking
the Court to keep the compliance date for the payments provisions stayed
until the Bureau completes its rulemakings that address the separate
underwriting provisions. 68
17
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The Bureau, however, then decided that it would not seek to lift the stay. 69 In other
words, the Bureau told the court that there is no legal basis to stay the compliance date
for the payment provisions, but then allowed the stay to remain in place, withholding
critical consumer protections.
Director Kraninger’s efforts to protect payday lenders extends to her role a member of the
board of the FDIC. As an FDIC board member, Director Kraninger voted in November
2019 for a proposed rule that would eviscerate state laws caps on the interest rates on
loans and allow unregulated predatory payday lending across the nation. 70
Instead of protecting payday lenders, Director Kraninger should protect consumers from
the payday loans that the CFPB has documented trap consumers into cycles of debt.
Specifically, she should reinstate the original 2017 Payday Rule with its commonsense
requirement that lenders only make loans that consumers can afford to repay. She also
should end the embargo on new enforcement actions against payday lenders and take
strong and decisive action against payday lenders that violate the law to prey on
hardworking families.
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CUTTING OFF COMPENSATION TO
SCAMMED CONSUMERS
“Under Director Kathleen Kraninger, the Bureau appears to
be ignoring existing legal authority for calculating restitution
in order to reduce the amount of restitution returned to
harmed consumers or undercount the consumers who should
receive restitution” 71
On January 13, 2020, fifteen U.S. Senators wrote a scathing letter to Mark Bialek, the
CFPB Inspector General, calling for an investigation into several CFPB settlements
during Director Kraninger’s tenure that provided limited or no restitution for harmed
consumers. Providing restitution to victimized consumers is critical to the function of the
CFPB—by not only returning money back to victimized consumers, but also ensuring
that companies do not get to keep the money they made by cheating consumers.
Under Director Cordray, the CFPB returned more than $12 billion to consumers
victimized by predatory payday lenders, shady debt collectors, and other companies that
profit by violating the law. 72 During Director Kraninger’s tenure, the CFPB has hardly
added to that total. Under her leadership, the CFPB now goes out of its way to reduce—if
not eliminate altogether—the money returned to harmed consumers. As a result,
companies have an incentive to violate the law because they know the Kraninger-led
CFPB will allow them to retain all or nearly all of the funds they illegally obtain from
consumers.
A 2019 CFPB consent order entered into with debt collector Asset Recovery Associates,
Inc. (ARA) highlights Director Kraninger’s efforts to limit restitution to harmed
consumers. The CFPB’s investigation found that for at least four years, ARA had used
illegal debt collection tactics—such as falsely threatening to sue or arrest consumers and
misrepresenting to consumers that collection employees were attorneys—to induce
consumers to make payments. 73 Yet the CFPB only required ARA to pay back $36,800
and only to those consumers who complained. 74
As a result, the vast majority of consumers whom ARA subjected to illegal threats and
misrepresentations will receive no restitution. It also means that ARA gets to retain all
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but $36,800 of the amount it illegally collected from consumers over a more than fouryear period.
The CFPB’s settlement with ARA is no outlier. It reflects an intentional effort by
Director Kraninger to restrict restitution to consumers. Indeed, in three other cases since
she became Director, the CFPB provided zero restitution for consumers:
•

On January 19, 2019, the CFPB announced a consent order with Sterling Jewelers
Inc. for violating the Truth in Lending Act, Regulation Z, and the CFPA by
opening store credit-card accounts without consumers’ consent, enrolling
consumers in payment protection plans without their consent, and deceiving
consumers about the financing terms associated with the credit-card accounts. 75
The CFPB required Sterling Jewelers to pay a $10 million fine, but did not require
the company to provide refunds of money consumers paid for the payment
protection plans or any other monetary relief to consumers.

•

On January 25, 2019, the CFPB announced a consent order with Enova
International Inc., an online payday lender, for engaging in unfair acts or practices
in violation of the CFPA for withdrawing funds from consumers’ accounts
without their authorization. 76 The CFPB imposed a $3.2 million civil penalty, but
did not require Enova to pay back the funds they had unlawfully withdrawn from
consumers’ bank accounts.

•

On February 1, 2019, the CFPB announced a stipulated final judgment with NDG
Financial Corporation and other defendants for running a payday lending
enterprise that engaged in unfair, deceptive, and abusive acts practices in violation
of the CFPA and the Credit Practices Rule. 77 The CFPB’s Amended Complaint,
filed under Director Cordray, sought “damages and other monetary relief . . . to
redress injury to consumers.” 78 The settlement, however, dropped the requests for
restitution and other relief for victimized consumers.

The House Financial Services Committee conducted an investigation and on October 16,
2019, issued a report (House Report) containing its findings on these three cases. 79 The
House Report included internal memoranda from career staff in the CFPB’s Office of
Enforcement and Legal Division that recommended and provided legal support for
providing for restitution to consumers. 80 The House Report also revealed that Director
Kraninger overruled the CFPB’s career staff and refused to require any of these three
entities to provide redress to the consumers they had harmed—even though at least one of
the entities volunteered to repay $1.3 million to victimized consumers. 81
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In each of these cases, the CFPB departed from the well-established legal standard for
restitution. The Ninth Circuit set forth the standard for restitution in CFPB cases in CFPB
v. Gordon. 82 As that court explained, restitution is “‘a form ancillary relief’ that a court
can order ‘[i]n the absence of a proof of actual damages’.” 83 Restitution is measured by
“the full amount lost by consumers” or the amount that “reasonably approximates the
defendants’ unjust gains.” 84
In debt collection cases by the CFPB and the FTC, courts have ordered defendants like
ARA to refund to consumers the entire amount they collected through the unlawful
collection scheme. 85 For example, in a prior CFPB debt collection case, the district court
determined that the correct amount of restitution was the $5,261,484 that represented the
total amount defendants had collected from consumers through their unlawful debtcollection scheme. 86
In all four cases, the CFPB made a conscious decision to disregard legal precedent in
order to allow companies that violated the law to keep all, or nearly all, of the money
they illegally collected from consumers. This new approach to providing restitution to
consumers is fundamentally at odds with the CFPB’s mission: it fails to provide relief to
victimized consumers, it allows bad actors to retain the profits from their illegal conduct,
and it is unfair to those companies who follow the law. It is time for Director Kraninger
to stop shielding companies that cheat hardworking families and start enforcing consumer
finance laws and regulations so that consumers receive the money that was taken from
them.
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DEFENDING DEBT COLLECTORS
Consumer complaints about abusive and harassing debt collection tactics consistently
rank as a top issue to the CFPB’s Consumer Complaint Database. In 2018, the CFPB and
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) received more than 530,000 complaints about debt
collection. 87 But, instead of taking steps to rein in rogue debt collectors, Director
Kraninger has proposed rules that would give a free pass to some of the most abusive
collection practices.

Source: CFPB Fair Debt Collection Practices Act Annual Report 2019

On May 7, 2019, the CFPB issued a proposed rule to implement the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act (FDCPA). 88 The proposed rule does more to provide safe harbors for debt
collectors than protect consumers. Among other things, the proposed rule gives debt
collectors a green light to:
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•

Inundate consumers with calls: The proposed rule allows collectors to call
consumers up to seven times each week for each debt; as the proposed rule
acknowledges, consumers often have multiple debts, 89 and therefore could receive
two to three dozen calls from debt collectors each week.

•

Send unlimited, harassing texts and email to consumers: Even though the
proposed rule acknowledges that communications through e-mails, text messages,
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or direct messages on social media can “harass consumers in some of the same
ways as repeated or excessive telephone calls,” 90 it places no limit on the number
of such electronic written communications that collectors can send to consumers.
•

Invade consumers’ privacy by contacting their friends and family: The FDCPA
categorically prohibits debt collectors from communicating with third parties,
such as consumers’ friends or family, regarding consumers’ debts. 91 The proposed
rule attempts to circumvent this prohibition by excluding certain “limited-content
messages” from the definition of a “communication” covered by the FDCPA.
Under the proposed rule, collectors can leave these “limited-content messages”
with a third party who answers the phone or shares the consumer’s voicemail.

•

Creates a loophole for collection attorneys: The proposed rule would create a
safe harbor that shields debt collection attorneys from liability but does not ensure
“meaningful attorney involvement” in debt collection litigation.

In June 2019, Senator Menendez and Ranking Member Brown led a letter to the Director
Kraninger urging her to revise the proposed rule to protect consumers from abusive debt
collection tactics. 92
Instead of reversing course, on March 3, 2020, Director Kraninger announced a
supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking that would allow debt collectors to revive
so-called “zombie debt”—debts that a debt collector can no longer pursue in court
because they are past the statute of limitations.93 Rather than simply banning collection of
time-barred debt, the proposed rule provides loopholes that allows collectors to mislead
borrowers into unknowingly accepting liability for those debts.
Instead of providing a roadmap for collectors to harass consumers or trick them into
reviving zombie debts, Director Kraninger should revamp the current debt collection
rulemaking so that it protects consumers struggling to make ends meet from being
bombarded by harassing phone calls, text messages, or emails.
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A TASKFORCE OF DEREGULATORY
IDEOLOGUES
Director Kraninger recently formed the Taskforce on Federal Consumer Law
(Taskforce), which is supposed to conduct research and provide recommendations on
how to modernize and update federal consumer financial laws and regulations. Several
consumer finance experts with exceptional academic credentials and groundbreaking
scholarship applied to serve on the Taskforce. Instead, Kraninger filled the Taskforce
with representatives of payday lenders, Wall Street banks, and other corporate insiders.
Director Kraninger selected professional CFPB-critic Todd Zywicki to Chair the
Taskforce. Mr. Zywicki has an extensive record working for corporations and against
consumer interests: he has served as the director of a consulting business hired by Wall
Street banks to influence the CFPB; 94 he was paid $500 an hour to provide an “expert”
report to help a debt relief company that scammed consumers out of more than $130
million defend itself against a CFPB lawsuit; 95 he has called the CFPB a “tragic
failure”; 96 and he has claimed that the CFPB’s consumer protection efforts “view
consumers as too dumb, irrational or vulnerable to make their own decisions” about
taking out a payday loan or bargaining over auto loans. 97
The remaining Taskforce members have also profited by selling out the interests of
consumers in favor of payday lenders and other companies that have been the subject of
CFPB investigations and lawsuits:
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•

Howard Beales has been described by the Wall Street Journal as “an academic
whose studies have been used by a tobacco company and consumer-goods
makers to fight federal regulations.” 98 Like Mr. Zywicki, Mr. Beales also works
for a consulting firm where he sells his “expertise” to industry. 99 He recently
provided an “expert” opinion on behalf of a payday lender that the CFPB sued,
arguing that payday loans with interest rates of up to 448 percent 100 were
“beneficial to consumers.” 101

•

Thomas Durkin penned an op-ed with Mr. Zywicki, which argued in favor of
payday loans, or as he called them, “legal, high-cost” credit options. 102

•

Jean Noonan traded in her work at the FTC to work as a corporate attorney at a
law firm representing payday lenders that the CFPB has investigated or sued for
ripping off consumers. 103
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•

William MacLeod also traded in his FTC experience to work at a corporate law
firm defending corporations from government investigations and has “resolutely
fought against onerous regulations.” 104

In fact, the Bureau even found that two of the Taskforce members are so intertwined with
the industries they represent that it constitutes a “personal financial interest” under
federal ethics law, 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(1). 105 In order to ensure she had the Taskforce
members she wanted, Director Kraninger waived the ethics requirements for these two
individuals. 106
Based on the significant concerns about the Taskforce’s formation, composition, and its
members’ conflicts of interest, Director Kraninger should disband the Taskforce. As
currently constituted, any Taskforce conclusions or recommendations do not reflect
objective, rigorous research; they reflect only the deregulatory dogma of Director
Kraninger and the Taskforce members.
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CONCLUSION
As this Report has demonstrated, Director Kraninger has failed to carry out her statutory
duties to protect consumers. Each time she has had the opportunity to protect consumers,
she has instead chosen to protect Wall Street banks, payday lenders, and other
corporations that prey for profit. She sided with the company that allegedly scammed
9/11 survivors and other corporate interests to attack the CFPB’s constitutionality in the
Supreme Court. She sided with President Trump, Mick Mulvaney, and their corporate
benefactors to repeal commonsense rules that would have protected consumers from
predatory payday lenders and avoid debt traps. She has dutifully carried out Trump
administration-wide effort to gut antidiscrimination protections for consumers. And she
has given another Trump appointee, Secretary DeVos, an effective veto over the CFPB’s
statutory responsibility to protect student borrowers.
Director Kraninger should return the CFPB to its core mission: put consumers first.
Anything less is a neglect of duty.
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